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Introduction

This session will be recorded



       

Getting to know each other

Ellen Brouwer
Certification Program 

Manager

Jorie van Rooijen
Consultant
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Today’s agenda

Topic

1 Introduction

2 The ‘spirit’ of the Certification Programme

3 The Standard (requirements)

4 The Assurance Protocol (certification process)

5 The Trademark & Claims Policy (permitted claims)

6 Next steps

7 Q&A
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General notice

1. Kindly note the webinar will be recorded, for 
internal and external learning purposes.

2. There is a Q&A moment after each agenda item and 
at the end of the presentation.

3. Please let us know when breaks are needed.
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We help organisations from A to Zero CO2 to realise a ‘Net Zero 
carbon economy’ in 2050 according to the Paris Agreement.

Our mission

About us

Climate Neutral Group was founded in 2002 by Triodos Bank and DOEN Participaties. In
2022, we merged with the Anthesis Group. This allows us to offer our services in more 

than 23 countries with about 1000+ Net Zero experts.

Worldwide, CNG has supported more than 3,000 organisations, compensated over

12 million tons of CO₂, and improved the quality of life of millions of people by 

contributing to various Sustainable Development Goals.

Impact

Recognitions - Partnerships
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CNG’s approach:
From A to Zero CO2 in 4 steps

Footprinting Reduction Offset Certification

Calculate your Carbon 
Footprint and set a 

reduction target

Reduce your emissions
as much as possible

Neutralize the remaining 
emissions via offsetting

Become 
Climate Neutral Certified 
(organisation, products, service)
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The ‘spirit’ of the 
Certification Programme 
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Impact as the main driver

Different interests from different stakeholders, e.g. clients, CNG, CBs, 
consultancy firms, NGOs, governments, the wider political arena.
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ISEAL Community Membership

• Overseeing schemes, e.g. Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, FSC, Gold Standard, RSPO.

• ISEAL Codes of Good Practise - Impact and Credibility.

continuous improvement 

impartiality
monitoring & evaluation

transparancy
assurance

stakeholder involvement 

innovation

https://www.isealalliance.org/defining-credible-practice/iseal-codes-good-practice
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Core Program Documents

A. Climate Neutral Standard

B. Assurance Protocol

C. Trademark & Claims Policy

www.climateneutralcertification.comAssurance Protocol + 
T&C Policy:

new versions in May 2022!

http://www.climateneutralcertification.com/
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The Program in a nutshell

• The Climate Neutral Certification Program requires clients to 
set and achieve ambitious reduction targets.

• When the ‘Annual Reduction Target’ is achieved, and residual 
emissions are offset, clients may claim that the organisation, 
service(s) and/ or product(s) is/ are climate neutral.

• Clients show true commitment to, and leadership in, 
fighting climate change.

Formally 
registered 
trademark
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Ambitious reduction targets

Target for PROD/ SERV:
Reduce with 25% by 2030. 

Target for ORG:
Down to absolute 0 emissions by 2050.
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Which emissions when?

Scope 1 emissions Scope 2 emissions Scope 3 emmisions
NON-PROD ATTR.

Scope 3 emissions
PROD ATTR.

ORG √ √ √ X

PROD/SERV PROPORTIONALLY PROPORTIONALLY PROPORTIONALLY √

BOTH √ √ √ √



       

• Scenario 2: Earlier baseline to ‘count’ reductions 
achieved in the past.

• Scenario 3: Good performers receive audit benefits.

• Scenario 4: Consistently underperforming.

• Scenario 5: Justifiable delay, e.g. investment only 
gives result after 3 years.

And, to accomodate…

• 3-year flexibility rule.

• Sector Benchmark Process – alignment with sector 
complexity, e.g. lower ART. 

• C-Prod flexibility rules, see Annex 4.

• C-Prod Insetting framework, see Annex 5.

• Relative target allowed under certain conditions (adjust/correct baseline footprint if needed).

• NEW: ficticious baseline (for companies that have already reduced a lot, but no data is available).

15

But, real life looks just a bit different…
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What makes our program unique?

The CNG standard is the first and only climate 
neutral standard worldwide that…

• Is acknowledged by ISEAL – credibility

• Has a mandatory reduction component – impact

• Is audited by accredited Certification Bodies – impartiality

• Allows for insetting – innovation
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Other schemes and programmes

• Most standards or labels encourage companies to set targets and to reduce emissions but none has a requirement that 
annual reductions are mandatory.

• Some organisations have developed a label while there is no standard.

• Others lack verification by an external party, since no independent audit is required. 

• None of the competing organisations is an ISEAL Community Member (transparency, impact).

• Some do allow logo use for just footprinting or reduction.

• Some are not an ICROA member 
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Market presence & impact

30 mio products sold as CN certified

Trademark-use in 14 countries
The Netherlands, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Spain, Italy, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom

Organisations/services Products

Fashion, printing, on-line retail, 
utility, financial services, IT

Food and beverages: coffee, tea, dairy, 
tropical fruits, rice, meat, herbs, pet food

Non-food: flowers, packaging

Appr. 60 clients certified
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Client case Arla

Carbon footprint:

• Identify all GHG emissions throughout the supply chain (cow methane, N2O 
from soil and manure, CO2 from factory, transportation, packaging etc).

Setting a science-based target:

• Based on the carbon footprint, set a SBTI emissions reduction target (30% 
reduction by 2028).

Reduction and Offsetting:

• Reduction measures: recyclable packaging, renewable energy on farms, use of 
biogas in factory.

• Offsetting: 52,000 tons of CO2 eq by investing in reforestation in East Africa and 
the preservation of tropical forests in Asia and South America.

Audit:

• Ecocert conducted the audit to verify that the carbon footprint, the reduction 
plan and the offsetting activities were in compliance with the Climate Neutral 
standard.

       



       

Plus retail introduced first climate neutral certified bananas in 
Europe in 2019

• Traceability of bananas from farm to shelf

• Transparency: Consumers can scan QR code on banana to get 
insight in:

- Supply chain emissions per activity

- Emission reduction efforts made by Plus and other supply
chain actors

- Activities that create positive social impact for
communities and farmers/workers

21

Client case Fyffes retail bananas
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What do clients say?

“With the Climate Neutral Group’s certification, we give our consumers and 

customers the assurance that what we do and say is correct. We are also 

strengthening our sustainability program, because we are going through an 

annual monitoring and audit process.” (Arla)

“The standard supports us to reach our goals and to inspire others in the sector.” 

(Bloomon)

“The annual audit is an excellent external check of our policy, our footprint and 

the reduction measures. It also challenges us. ” (Brabant Water)
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The Standard
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The Standard

5 Steps – with CORE & GENERAL criteria:

1. Quality Management System (Ch. 1).

2. Organizational & Operational Boundaries (Ch. 2).

3. GHG Footprint Calculation (Ch. 3).

4. GHG Reduction Plan (Ch. 4).

5. Public reporting & claims making (Ch. 5).

Criteria for 
Organisation

Annexes:

1 - List of Mandatory and Optional GHG Emission 
Sources

2 - Sector Benchmark Tool

3a - Database with Permitted Emission Factor Sources 
&  Secondary Data Sources

3b - Database with Permitted Footprint Calculation 
Methods

4 - Flexibility rules for Product Certification

5 - Insetting Approach

6a - Reduction Calculation Tool C-org

6b - Reduction Calculation Tool  C-prod/C-serv.

7 - Self-Assessment Tool

Criteria for 
Product 

Criteria for 
Service
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Continuous improvement cycle

QMS to facilitate 
corrections and 

corrective actions

(Re)calculation of 
GHG emissions and 

development of GHG 
Reduction Plan

Implement planned/ 
committed reduction 

measures

Check if reduction 
measures sufficed

Plan

Do
Check

Act
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Chapter 1 - Highlights

1.1 Certificate Owner (CO) defined ALL
• Organigram/organisational structure

1.2 Responsible persons appointed + 
Resources allocated 

ALL
• Responsible person
• Sufficient time and resources allocated and management committment

1.3 Quality Management System 
developed and implemented

ALL
• OPTIONAL: Clients Needs Assessment, Quality Policy and SWOT-Analysis?
• YR 2: M&E System 
• YR 2: Document Management System 
• YR 3: Process flows, SOPs and/or WIs?

1.4 Climate Policy Document developed 
and implemented 

ALL
• YR 1: Climate Policy Document with sustainability policy, reduction ambitions and summary Reduction Plan
• YR 2: made public and management endorsement

1.5 Sustainable sourcing incentivised C-ORG
For clients with >40% scope 3 emissions:
• YR 1: materiality analysis, top 3 input products/ services
• YR 2:  footprint of top 3 suppliers
• YR 3/4: reductions by top 3 suppliers
• Yr 5: expand to product/ service certification

1.6 Self-assessment / internal audit 
conducted

ALL
• OPTIONAL: Self-assessment shared with CB prior to the audit
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Chapter 2 - Highlights

2.1 Ambitious 
organisational 
boundaries defined

C-ORG
• Mapping of core & secondary business activities and all entities
• As ample as possible, subcontractors included.

C-PROD / C-SERV
• Product/ service overview, incl name, SKU, clients, volumes
• Product/ service categories or segments are permitted

2.2 Ambitious 
operational 
boundaries defined 

C-ORG
• Emission sources overview (inventory) developed, with scope 1/2/3 classification, based on org. boundaries

C-PROD / C-SERV
• Emission sources overview (inventory) developed, with scope 1/2/3 classification, based on supply chain mapping.
• Scope 1 and 2 emissions proportionally allocated. 

• CO may choose: 'cradle-to-gate’(only if CO sells B2B, outbound logistics must be included)’, ‘cradle-to-shelf’ or ‘cradle-to-grave’ (use and disposal phase are 
optional)

• Included: packaging for consumption (for the use phase). (Outer)packaging for transport or storage optional. 

ALL 
• Emission sources s overview (inventory) always in accordance with Annex 1 (List of Mandatory and Optional Emissions Sources) and Annex 2 (Sector Benchmark 

Tool) of the Standard.
• Insignificant emissions (exp > 1% of the total footprint) but evidence and/ or rationale is required.
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Chapter 3 – Highlights (1) 

3.1 All relevant GHG emission 
sources included 
+
Flexibility and conditions 
applied

ALL
Based on the emission inventory (emission sources overview), the emissions are quantified per emission source, following criteria 3.2 – 3.5.

C-SERV
• Emission inventory may vary, depending on the number of services and if they are ‘sold as certified’:

- different services, but only a limited number services is certified -> include proportional scope 1 and 2 and service-attributable scope 3
- one, general, certified service only –> include all scope 1, 2, and 3 emission sources; CO is also certified for its organisation
- one, general service only, which is sold as a certified + non-certified service -> Include all scope 1, 2, and 3 emission sources, but proportionally allocated to the sales volume.

3.2 Appropriate calculation 
method used

ALL
• Method can be developed by CO, CNG or other FC, or sector method.
• If sector method, owner responsible for validation (e.g. Coffee Calculator). For eligible methods, see Annex 3b (Database with Permitted Footprint 

Calculation Methods). 
• If CO or FC is owner, CO responsible for validation. Methods are validated 1x 3 years, but data input validated every year.

3.3 Reliable emission factor 
sources and secondary data 
sources used

ALL
• For eligible sources, see Annex 3a (Database with Permitted Emission Factor Sources & Secondary Data Sources). 
• Data sources must be mentioned in the footprint.

3.4

core

Actual emissions for all GHG 
emission sources quantified 
+ 
Footprint  Report developed

ALL
• For direct emissions (caused by the CO itself) -> real usage data and primary data is used (unless there is evidence, this is not practical/ feasible). For 

indirect emissions (caused by others) -> primary data or secondary data is used. Ideally primary data is used, to facilitate insight in achieved reductions.
• Emissions are included for the full, previous calendar year, expressed in absolute amount of tonne or kg CO2 equivalents, using GWP values of IPPC's Fifth 

Assessment Report - 2014 (AR5) or ReCiPe 2016.
• Assumptions or sub-calculations or uncertainties or externalities shall be clearly indicated or explained in the methodology (all info and data needs to be 

retrievable).
• Emission factor 0 may apply in case of GoOs purchased (NL or EU), except for hydro projects in Iceland or Scandinavia. 
• If a climate neutral service is purchased, achieved through offsets, this cannot count as a reduction, but counts as offsetting.

3.5 Data and evidence collected 
and stored

ALL
• All evidence substantiating the footprint data must be accessible to the CB during the audit.
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Chapter 3 – Highlights (2) 
3.6 Baseline year defined 

+ 
Baseline footprint defined

ALL 
• YR1: Baseline year is defined (=calendar year prior to 1

st
year positive certification decision was issued). Cannot be changed. 

• If 2020 is not representative due to COVID-19, then:
a) Use 2019 -> for existing COs, 2019 was already audited, so 2020 still audited -> for new COs, 2020 is skipped
b) Use later year -> 2020 footprint audited 'as normal’, and baseline can be adjusted retro-actively in the future when representative e.g. in 2021 or later.

• YR1: Baseline footprint is defined, expressed as a ratio of a measurable volume indicator e.g. FTE, production volume, sales volume, profit, revenue, office 
space, etc. 

• ‘Earlier baseline rule’:  earlier verified footprint is acceptable, so that any reduction achievements realised since then can count towards the Annual 
Reduction Target. 

3.7 Annual Reduction Target 
defined

C-ORG
• YR1: Annual Reduction Target ascertained: by 2050, emissions shall be reduced internally with 100% (to absolute 0%), compared to the organisation’s  

baseline footprint.

C-PROD / C-SERV
• YR1: Annual Reduction Target ascertained: by 2030, emissions shall be reduced internally with 25% (to 75%), compared to the product’s / service’s baseline 

footprint.

ALL
• Interim reduction targets prescribed by national law shall apply (e.g. in NL Klimaatakkoord: 49% reduction by 2030). 

3.8 Baseline footprint adjusted 
+ 
Annual Reduction Target 
adjusted

ALL:
• CONSEC. YRS: ‘Baseline adjustment rule’: The baseline footprint and Annual Reduction Target may be re-calculated and adjusted proportionally in case of > 

10% growth or shrinkage, but only after validation of CB.  
➢ C-ORG: Growth = organic growth (increased sales output) or organisational growth (a merger) 
➢ C-PROD/ C-SERV: Growth = changes to product composition resulting in higher emissions, over which there is no control, not for cost reasons.

3.9 Baseline footprint corrected  
+
Annual Reduction Target 
corrected

ALL:
• CONSEC. YRS: ‘Baseline correction rule’: The baseline footprint and Annual Reduction Target must be re-calculated and adjusted proportionally in case of 

significant errors (accounting to >10% over- or under-estimation of the baseline footprint).
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Chapter 4 – Highlights
4.1 Internal GHG Reduction 

Plan developed and 
maintained

-PLAN-

ALL
• Quantified Internal GHG Reduction Plan summarizing all reduction measures, that proves that the Annual Reduction Target will be achieved in the short, 

medium and long run (incl an over-estimation).
• Reduction Plan Template can be used.
• The anticipated reduction is calculated for each reduction measure, based on credible data and solid evidence.
• Updated annually.

4.2

core

Internal GHG Reduction 
Plan implemented

-DO-

ALL
• CONSEC. YRS: Measures are implemented as per the Reduction Plan.
• ‘Three-year compliance flexibility rule’: allowed to reduce at a slower pace within 3 years, but back 'on track' at the end of the 3-year period (for the 

accumulated Annual Reduction Target for those 3 years)

4.3 Internal GHG Reduction 
Plan  monitored, 
reviewed, updated 

-CHECK-

ALL
• CONSEC. YRS: Internal progress review following M&E System: reduction measures implemented and still ‘on track’? 
• Reasons for delays or deviations are recorded. 
• Progress of the reduction measures shared with sr. management min. twice per year. 

4.4 Corrections/ corrective 
actions implemented

-ACT-

ALL
• CONSEC. YRS: If delays/ deviations, proper correction(s) and/or corrective action(s) shall be implemented
• A recalculation of Reduction Plan is made with new or adjusted reductions measures to get back ‘on track’, signed by sr. management.

4.5

core

Offsetting to net-zero ALL
• Each year, remaining emissions are offset to net zero by purchasing and retiring eligible carbon offsets, via CNG or other broker. 
• Compensation shall be done for the period that the Trademark was used or claims were made. A signed commitment is OK if offsets are purchased retro-

actively (after the audit). 
• Eligible offsets are:

1. Generated through VCS or Gold Standard projects,  CERs, domestic offset projects (e.g. 'Nationale Koolstofmarkt certificaten'), for which a registry shall be 
kept on the condition that the project is endorsed by ICROA,

AND
2. Meet CNG's additional quality criteria for offsetting projects. Large-scale renewables, as large scale wind-, hydro-, solar- and biomass-projects are no 

longer permitted. 

see:%20https://www.climateneutralgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/20171212-CNG-Strict-quality-criteria-UK-Addv2.pdf.
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Chapter 5 – Highlights

4.1 Reporting obligations ALL:
• Latest 1 month after the audit, publicly report on the website and annual report (if applicable): the client’s legal name(s), the certification scope, the 

certification status, (either: 'certified' or 'non-certified/ suspended’) and the expiry date of the certificate (or extension).

4.2 Claims-making and 
trademark use

ALL
• Claims-making and trademark use done in accordance with the Trademark & Claims Policy. Claims may not be ambiguous, misleading or misused and can be 

clearly associated with the certification scope, as well as with the organisational and operational boundaries and the GHG emission sources included in the 
footprint (thus not over-claiming). 

• Claims-making and/or trademark use is only permitted after: 
1. A positive certification decision is issued, any year 

AND
2. Approval by CNG is granted (written confirmation).

C-ORG
• Claims and trademarks only used off-pack

C-PROD 
• Claims and trademarks may be used off-pack (with clear reference to the certified product) or on-pack (for the certified product only). 

C-SERV
• Claims and trademarks may be used off-pack or  "on service“ (e.g. on the tools or equipment to provide or execute the service, such as transport vehicles or 

machinery)  but only with clear reference to the certified service.
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Additional highlights for Prod Cert. (1)

• A footprint is always made for each individual product or a product category (a range of similar products). Clients are 
encouraged to bundle similar products under one product category for the sake of efficiency. The Product Carbon 
Footprint (PCF) is always expressed per unit product, e.g. per kg product, per piece, etc.

• To calculate a PCF, primary data is mandatory for own operations, and ideally for supply chain partners’ operations (to 
get insight in actual reductions), although secondary data (e.g. Environmental Footprint Declarations) may be used. If 
a PEFCR is available, this shall be considered.

• Several additional flexibility rules for quantification of product emissions:

– OPTION 1 - ‘80% Materiality Approach’

– OPTION 2 - ‘Gradual Improvement Approach’

– OPTION 3 - ‘Mass Balance Approach’

• In case the process to produce or deliver the certified product results in co-products, proper allocation of emissions is 
mandatory, i.e. using the PEFCR or ISO 14040 principles (based on mass or economic revenue). 
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Additional highlights for Prod Cert. (2)

• The PCF needs to be reduced, i.e. total amount of sales is not considered. The Annual Reduction Target thus applies 
to the footprint per unit product (and not to the total footprint for all products sold).

• Several additional flexibility rules for reduction of product emissions:

– OPTION 4 - ‘Tier Approach’ 

– OPTION 5 - 'Insetting Approach' 

• However, to calculate the required offsets, the PCF is multiplied by the amount of products sold in the same year as 
the emissions occurred. Offsets can be charged upfront (lump sum) based on expected number of sales or on a 
quarterly basis after sales occured.

• If a new product (category) is added during the year, new PCF shall be created and audited, before trademark can be 
used. If same methodology can be used, this is not needed. 

• PCF methodology valid (= certified) for 3 years. Data input is validated each year. During 1
st

audit, CB only checks the 
PCF (and methodology). During 2

nd
audit, CB checks total sales volume in previous calendar year.  Validity of 1

st
year 

certificate: dd/yy/XX – dd/yy/YY, after which extension may be issued till  30/06/YY (if applicable).
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Mandatory vs optional GHG emission sources (Annex 1)
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Sector benchmark tool (Annex 2)

1. To evaluate one client in the same way as his 
certified competitor.

2. To agree on sector agreements which then apply to 
all certified clients within that sector.

3. To tighten or weaken certain requirements of the 
standard, should it be necessary or common for 
clients in a particular sector.

4. To collectively explore reduction opportunities with 
sector partners.

5. To align with SBTi sector approach.

Currently available for:

Coffee, Packaging, Bananas
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Databases (Annex 3a and 3b)

Eligible emission factor sources, secondary data sources & calculation methods.
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Flexibility Rules Product Cert. (Annex 4)

Additional rules to offer flexibility 
for certification of products:

1. ‘80% Materiality Approach’

2. ‘Mass Balance Approach’

3. ‘Gradual Improvement
Approach’

4. ‘Tier Approach’ 

5. ‘Insetting Approach
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Insetting (Annex 5)

• Subject to ICROA 
endorsement 

• Only permitted if 
‘pilot approach’
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Reduction Calculation Tool (Annex 6a/6b)

It does not matter how the reduction is achieved, as long as the footprints show, year after year, a lower number*!
* equalling the Annual Reduction Target
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Assessment Tool (Annex 7)

To be used as self-assessment tool, pre-assessment tool or audit checklist
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The Assurance Protocol
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The certification process
Step Contract with CNG With

1 • Client and CNG agree on the certification scope.
• Client and CNG agree on consultancy and offsets (if purchased from CNG).

Carbon Advisor

Step Implementation (optional) With

2 • Client prepares for the audit (e.g. establishes a management system, footprint, reduction plan, implements 
reduction measures, etc.).

• Client requests (tentative) trademark and claims approvals.
• CNG can provide consultancy support (e.g. with development of footprint, reduction strategy and plan, 

climate policies, etc.) or conduct a compliance scan.

CNG consultant

Step Audit With

3 • Client requests audit quotes, selects preferred CB and signs contract with CB.
• Client submits audit documentation latest 2 weeks prior to the audit.
• Audit usually results in (major/ minor) non-conformities(NCs). The client and CB agree on resolution time 

(appr 3 months).
• 2nd reviewer reviews (4-eyes-principle).
• The CB issues a positive (or negative) certification decision, and issues the certificate and audit report. 
From that moment, the client is certified, may make claims and shall purchase eligible offsets.

CB

Timeframe from start to end: appr 3 – 12 
months (but can be sooner or later).

IMPORTANT: Please carefully study section 2.3 of the Assurance Protocol. In case of Product 
Certification, also carefully study the green sections in the Assurance Protocol.
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Audit timelines

• Request audit quote min. 2,5 months prior to desired audit date. 

• If applicable: calculate sufficient time for consultants to conduct pre-assessment, submit draft docs no later than 
6 weeks before the audit.

• All final docs should be submitted to the CB a minimum of 2 weeks before the audit. If not on time, the CB may 
decide to delay the audit and to charge additional costs.

• After the audit, count with lead time of min 1 month to receive certificate, or max 4 months if there are NCs 
(which is most likely).

• Validity of 1st year certificate 12 months from moment a positive certification decision is issued.

• Plan next year audit date latest 3 months before the certificate expires (contact CB latest 5-6 months in advance)
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What to share to the CB prior to audit?

1. Map of organisational structure (C-ORG only)

2. Climate Policy Document

3. List of products, including product name and SKU, split per end user (C-PROD 
only)

4. Organisational process map (C-ORG) / supply chain mapping (C-PROD) / 
service process map (C-SERV)

5. Footprint of full previous calendar year (+ substantiation of calculation and 
assumptions + evidences)

6. Updated internal GHG reduction plan (+ substantiation of calculation and 
assumptions + evidences)

7. Invoice for last year offsets or future commitment

8. (Tentative) claims and trademark approvals obtained from CNG

9. Optional – self-assessment checklist
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What to expect during an audit

Order of the audit

Opening meeting • Scope of the certification
• Management committment (management must be present!)

Compliance verification • Systematic review of compliance with each criterion of the Standard, usually on sample 
basis

• Evidence (must be filed!)
• Assumptions and sub-calculations (must be documented!)

Closing meeting • Observations and NCs discussed
• Agreed on timeframe for corrections and corrective actions

IMPORTANT: For a summary of what the auditor will check, see section 2.5 of the Assurance Protocol
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Issuance of non-conformities

Major NC Minor NC

What is it? • System breakdown
• Failure to comply with Core criterion
• Failure to provide essential evidence

-> e.g. incorrect footprint output, insufficient reduction achieved 

• No direct effect on the outcome of the client’s performance
• NC for supporting / optional criteria

-> e.g. chapter 1 criteria

When solved? Priority basis, correction + corrective action within max 3 
months

Deadline for correction + corrective action agreed by CB and 
client

How solved? Interim Review Interim review or waved to next audit
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Audit frequency
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What does it cost (very roughly)?

*Pending revision of the program fee structure

Step Organisation Product

Assumption Footprint 50,000 T CO2,
2 sites, revenue €30 mio

Footprint 20,000 T CO2

10 similar products

Program fee* €1000 20,000 * €0,5 = €10,000

Consultancy 3 days * €1,000 = €3,000
(Development of reduction plan)

4 days * €1000 = €4,000

(Compliance scan)

Audit fee 3 days * €1,200 = €3,600 3 days * €1,200 = €3,600

Offsets €10,50 * 50,000 = €525,000
(GS Renewable energy)

€14,50 * 20,000 = €290,000

(VCS Forestry)
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Trademark & Claims Policy
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General rules

• Claims may only be made from the moment being certified

• Claims as complete and as short as possible

• Make reference to the certification scope (organisation, product, 
service) and the footprint’s organisational and operational 
boundaries (i.e. overclaiming is not permitted). 

• Always make reference to website for more information

• Requests can also be handled by end-users (instead of the certified 
client) 

Formally 
registered 
trademark
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New trademark options

• Increased (inter)national regulation on claims, especially 
related to offsets and data transparency.
• France – new law (for products)

• NL – new guidelines from Authority for Consumers and Markets (ACM)

• NL – cases handled by Reclame Code Commissie (e.g. Arla)

• CNG not accountable, therefore providing two new 
trademark versions:
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Correct use
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Incorrect use
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Label approval process

1. CO shall submit a proposal on how they wish to make claims and use the 
trademark (e.g. draft website texts or packaging designs) to CNG latest 3 weeks 
prior to the audit (or earlier). 

2. CNG will respond within 1 week. When deemed satisfactory, CNG will issue a 
tentative approval (=design approval). 

3. In the meantime, (prospective) COs may start printing packaging material or 
brochures, etc, but this is at the risk of the CO. 

4. Prior to the audit, the CO submits the (tentative) label approvals to the CB.

5. Only once the CB has issued a positive certification decision, the tentative 
approval becomes a definite approval and these design concepts (as approved 
by CNG) may go public. 

After the audit, no additional approvals are needed, if…
• The same claim is made on/ in new material, e.g. a new company brochure or website text, provided: 

A) in accordance with previously issued off-pack approvals. 
• Similar products have been added, provided: 

A) these new products belong to a product category that is already certified 
B) the claim is the same as the already approved one
C) CNG is informed, so that these products can be added to the CNG certification website.

mailto:communication@climateneutralgroup.com
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Check-the-label

https://www.climateneutralcertification.com/for-consumers/
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License Agreement

• Signed for each end-user from 1st of may onwards or upon renewal of contract. 

• Signed by all 3 parties: CNG, CO and EU.

• On-pack claims shall make reference to the website of the EU (not the CO).

• The CO maintains a registry of certified products per EU. 

• Label approvals may be done by the EU (with CO on cc). 
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Program fee payment

• Only charged over the time the CO is certified (entitled to make claims). 

• The moment of payment is aligned with the offset payment cycle:

1. charged upfront annually in the form of a lump sum, based on previous 
year’s revenue (C-ORG) or estimated footprint (C-PROD). 

2. charged retro-actively on a quarterly basis, over the sales of certified 
products in the past 3 months (only for C-PROD/ C-SERV). 

• Invoice is usually sent before the definite footprint + date of a positive 
certification decision are known. CNG will settle the fee after the audit 
and issue an additional invoice or credit note.

1. All products -> CO automatically becomes certified for its organisation at no cost.

2. Some products + organisation -> CO receives a proportional discount on the C-ORG 
programme fee (compared to the product portfolio of the CO). 

3. Some products -> CO pays the programme fee corresponding with the total footprint of the 
certified product(s). 

Program fee 
envisioned 
to change 
next year
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Withdrawal of right to make claims

Non-certification | suspension | Voluntary termination | Payment failure | Fraud

If without a valid certificate, then not permitted to make claims!

• ‘No Use of Trademark and Claims Declaration Form’ is signed by both the CO, CNG and CB

• If products or packaging materials are still available with on-pack claims, under certain 
conditions these can be finished until an agreed upon deadline. 

• But, remaining products and packaging material at factory level (manufacturing site) are re-
labelled with stickers. 

• The CO shall inform its clients and stakeholders in writing that they are not certified 
(anymore). 

• The CO is obliged to pay outstanding audit fees and shall pay offsets and the CNG 
programme fee for the time claims are still made. 

• Other potential consequences e.g. in regard to claims removal, product recalls, use of 
remaining packaging material, penalty fees, next opportunity for re-certification, etc. will 
always be discussed between CB, CNG and CO and may overrule the above. 

• Failure to abide to the agreements stipulated in the signed ‘No Use of Trademark and Claims 
Declaration Form’, may lead to legal intervention by CNG and/or the CB.
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What’s next?
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Want to get certified?

More info: 

1. Explore our website and the Program Documents

2. Get in touch with a Carbon Advisor:

Scope

Product Mark.HuisintVeld@climateneutralgroup.com
sanne.dallinga@climateneutralgroup.com

Organisation/ Service Egbert.Koetsier@climateneutralgroup.com
emma.cuijpers@climateneutralgroup.com
jouke.roelfzema@climateneutralgroup.com

http://www.climateneutralcertification.com/
https://www.climateneutralcertification.com/about/climate-neutral-standard-2021/
mailto:Mark.HuisintVeld@climateneutralgroup.com
mailto:sanne.dallinga@climateneutralgroup.com
mailto:Egbert.Koetsier@climateneutralgroup.com
mailto:emma.cuijpers@climateneutralgroup.com
mailto:jouke.roelfzema@climateneutralgroup.com
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How will the Standard change?
(Some first thoughts, revision round envisioned starting next year)

• Claims

✓ Careful claiming, aligned with VCMi guidelines

✓ “Route to Net Zero concept” (focus on transition and net zero 
alignment)

• Target-setting:

✓ Science-based target setting for client > X t CO2

✓ Simplified target setting for clients < X t CO2

• To remain:

✓ Build on the climate neutrality concept (insight, reduction, 
compensation, reporting)

✓ 3rd party audits and ISEAL membership

✓ More opportunity for insetting
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Insetting proposition for our clients

• CNG is developing insetting propositions to validate Green House Gas* (GHG) 
reductions and carbon sequestration in  supply chains which are a result of an 
investment by the climate neutral certified organisation.

• If there is a clear relation between the investment and the reduction/carbon 
removal achieved companies can lower their footprint (reduction) and/or 
offset remaining emissions.

*CO2 equivalents: CO2, methane etc. 

The key elements that define 
insetting in the Climate 
Neutral Standard “Annex 5”
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Insetting in a Nutshell – CNG Pilot

3

2

1

Achieved reduction

scope

scope

scope

Reduced processing & cultivation 
(‘farm’) footprint 

kgCO2

Can be claimed as insetting by 
Brand Y 
- partly for extra reduction of ‘Scope 3 –

farm’ emissions to contribute to the 
25% reduction target, 

- partly for offsetting of other then farm 
‘Scope 1, 2 & 3’ emissions of the PCF

Can be claimed as internal footprint reduction by Brand Y
contributes to the 25% reduction goalProduct 

Carbon
Footprint

kgCO2

Product Carbon Footprint (PCF) of Coffee Product ‘A’ of Brand ‘Y’

Footprint of Farm ‘I’
Brand ‘Y’ invests in Farm ‘I’, which results in 
footprint reduction at the farm – can be claimed

Note: the example shown above is still in a piloting phase
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Support offered by CNG

1. Overall support from a Carbon Advisor (account 
manager)

2. Technical support by consultancy department
• Footprint
• Reduction Plan
• Pre-assessment

3. Tools on our website, see here

https://www.climateneutralcertification.com/about/climate-neutral-standard-2021/
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Useful tools (1)

Available from:

https://www.climateneutralcertification.com/about/climate-neutral-standard-2021/

• Implementation guidance
• Self-assessment checklist (Annex 7)
• Climate Policy Template



       

Useful tools (2)
• Reduction Plan Template (for C-ORG)
• Reduction Plan Template (for C-PROD)

Available from:

https://www.climateneutralcertification.com/about/climate-neutral-standard-2021/



       

Thank you for your attention! 

       


